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Abstract 

In the context of the multiple-criteria decision aid (MCDA), several 

fuzzy integrals concerning capacities (non-additive measures) have 

been introduced by various researchers in the last sixty years.  

Recently, Lehrer has proposed a new integral for capacities known as 

concave integral. The concave integral is based on the decomposition 

of random variables into simple ingredients. The concave integral 

concerning capacity is defined as the maximum value obtained among 

all its decompositions. The paper aims to model a new integration 

based on the decomposition of random variables into simple 

ingredients for multi-criteria decision making support when underlying 

scales are bipolar.  This paper proposes a generalization of the concave 

integral in terms of decompositions of the integrated function to be 

suitable for bipolar scales. We show that the random variable is 

analyzed as a combination of indicators, where each allowed 

decomposition has a value determined by the bi-capacity. Lastly, we 

illustrate our framework by a practical example. 
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1. Introduction 

The applications of fuzzy integrals are widely used in many fields, (e.g. image processing, face 

recognition, economic, computational intelligence, multi-criteria decision making problem, biology, 

education, finance, pattern recognition, data fusion, operations research, etc.). Several fuzzy integrals 

concerning capacities (non-additive measures) have been introduced by various researchers in the last 

sixty years [1-7]. The fuzzy integrals with respect to non-additive measures have been studied and applied 

in diverse fields [8-10].  

Grabisch and Labreuche [11] proposed the concept of bi-capacity as a generalization of capacity. The 

bipolar fuzzy integrals for bi-capacities and their possible applications have been introduced and 

discussed in recent literature [12-14] as an extension of the fuzzy integral for cases in which the 

underlying scale is bipolar.  

Recently, Lehrer [15] introduced a new integral for capacities based on a decomposition of random 

variables into simple ingredients. The concave integral for capacity is defined as the maximum value 

obtained among all its decompositions. In this paper, we propose a generalization of the concave integral 

in terms of decompositions of the integrated function to be suitable for bipolar scales. In this integration, 

we show that the random variable is analyzed as a combination of indicators, where each allowed 

decomposition has a value determined by the bi-capacity.  

 

The paper is organized as follows. The following section recalls the background that is needed in this 

paper. Section 3 discusses the notion of bi-capacity. In section 4, we propose a generalization of the 

concave integral for bi-capacity. Section 5 gives a practical example of the generalization of the concave 

integral for bipolar scales. Section 6 presents the results and discussion of the application of the 

generalized concave integral.  Lastly, the paper finished with some conclusions. Throughout the paper,    

is the set of natural numbers,   is the set of real numbers,   *          + be a universal set of   

elements and  ( ) denotes the power set of  . 

2. Background and basic concepts 

In this section, we present the background of the study to the construction of the generalizations of the 

concave integral that we shall discuss in the paper.  

Let (   )  be a measurable space, where   is a non-empty set and   is a   - algebra 

of subsets of  . A capacity [1] (or fuzzy measure [2]) is a generalization of classical measure using non-

additivity property instead of additivity property. The definition of the capacity is as follows. 

 

Definition 1. [2] Let   *          +  be a universal set. A capacity is a function          ,   - 

satisfies: 

 1.   ( )       ( )       

 2.  for all               ( )     ( )  

 

In decision analysis, especially in multiple-criteria decision analysis, has introduced several non-additive 

integrals for capacities in the last 60 years. One of them is concave integral known as Lehrer integral. The 

concave integral concept has been proposed in [15] as a novel approach to integrals for capacities, as 

follows...  

Let   be a class of all finite nonnegative real-valued measurable functions on measurable space  (   ). 

For any      the sum  ∑       
 
    is a decomposition of   , if        for every     and  
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∑       
 
     , where     denoted to the indicator of    , which is the random variable that takes 1 over 

  ,  and value 0 otherwise. The concave integral of   with respect to   is an optimal decomposition 

∑     (  )
 
      among all decompositions of    , as given in the following definition. 

 

 

Definition 2. [15] Let (   )  be a measurable space and       The concave integral of    respect to 

capacity   is defined by 

( )∫     ⋁ {∑     (  ) ∑                *  +   
   

 

   

 

   

     }  

 

            (  ) 

 

3. Definition of bi-capacities 

Even though capacities can catch a wide group of decision activities, they may be inefficient in some 

circumstances, specifically when the scales are bipolar. Hence, in many practical cases, it is natural to use 

a scale going from negative (bad) to positive (good) values, including a central neutral value, to encode 

the bipolarity of the effect. Such a scale is called a bipolar scale, typical examples are [−1, 1] (bounded 

cardinal),   (unbounded cardinal) or {very bad, bad, medium, good, excellent} (ordinal). “Let us take for 

simplicity the [−1, 1] scale, with neutral value 0”.  “ “ 

Then it is natural to use a scale going from negative (bad) to positive (good) values, including a central 

neutral value, to encode the bipolarity of the effect. Such a scale is called a bipolar scale, typical examples 

are [−1, 1] (bounded cardinal),   (unbounded cardinal) or {very bad, bad, medium, good, excellent} 

(ordinal).” 

In a more general model, by considering that independence between positive and negative parts does not 

hold, so that we have to consider ternary alternatives(        (   ) ), and assign to each of them a 

number in [−1, 1]. We denote this number as  (   ), i.e., a two-argument function, whose first argument 

is the set of totally satisfied criteria, and the second one the set of totally unsatisfied criteria, the 

remaining criteria being at the neutral level.”  

In the field of multi-criteria decision making, Grabisch and Labreuche[11] have presented the definition 

of bi-capacity as follows. 

 

Let   ( )     *(     )   ( )   ( )|          +  be the set all disjoint pairs of sets and 

equip it with a binary relation   for arbitrary (     ) (     )     ( ) such that: 

 
(       )  (       )                                                                                 (2) 

In this order on the structure ( ( )  ) becomes a lattice. Sup and Inf are denoted by    , respectively. 

The Supremum is given by 

“(     )  (     )  (           )”                                                   (3) 
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Infimum is given by 

(       )  (       )  (             )                                      (4) 

 

The top and bottom are, (   )   (   ) respectively, (for more details [11]).  

There is another order relation on the structure  ( )has introduced by 

Bilbao et al. [12]. This order is simply the product order on   ( )   ( ): 
 

(       )  (       )                                                   (5) 

Infimum is given by  

(       )  (       )  (             )                                      (6) 

 

always exists in  ( )  while the Supremum does not exist in general. Hence, this ordered set is an inf-

semilattice with a bottom element (   )  For more details [16 &17]. 

 

Definition 5.  [4] A bi-capacity on   is a set function     ( )  ,    -  if 

1-   (   )      (   )          (   )     

2-    (     ) (     )    ( )    (     )  (     )      (     )     (     )  

4.  A generalization of concave integral 

In this section, we propose an expression of the bipolar concave integral in terms of decompositions of the 

integrated function as a generalization of the concave integral.  

 

Let us denote by  (   ) for the indicator of ( ,  ), which is the random variable that takes 1 over  ,    

over    and value 0 otherwise. That is, 

 (   )  {
                 
                
                

 

Where,   represents the positive part and   represent the negative part. Therefore,     (     )  is a 

decomposition of  . This means that a particular decomposition of   is used to calculate the bipolar 

concave integral for the bi-capacity.  

Thus, we can write the bipolar concave integral in terms of decompositions of the integrated function   

for    as the following definition.  

 

Definition 2.  Let     ( )  ,    -  be a bi-capacity and       the bipolar concave integral of    

respect to bi-capacity    is defined by 

 

(  )∫      ⋁ {∑      (     ) ∑    (     )           

 

   

 

   

     }  

 

    (  ) 
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5. Practical Example 

Let us try to illustrate the generalized concave integral (bipolar concave integral) by a case of evaluation 

of students from an example very well known in the specialized literature [13].  

 

In the admission process, the Director of the College seeks to make a sound decision regarding the order 

of the students in the College who apply for Postgraduate Studies in Economics where certain 

prerequisites are required. There are 3 criteria (Mathematics (M), Statistics (S), and Languages (L)) serve 

as a basis for the preselection of the candidates. We suppose that the students are evaluated on the same 

bipolar scale from -10 to 10, with a neutral value of 0.  

 Let us consider five students (A, B, C, D, and E) having the evaluations presented in Table 1, and assume 

that the bi-capacity values as shown in Table 2. In the next section, we show that the generalized concave 

integral can model and solve this problem. 

Table 1: Degrees of students 

 

 

 

Table 2: Bi-capacity values 

  (   )   {M} {S} {L} {M, S} {M, L} {S, L} {M,S,L} 

  0 -2 -2 -2 -6 -4 -6 -10 

{M} 2 - -2 -2 - - -6 - 

{S} 2 -3 - -3 - -6 - - 

           Subjects 

Students 
Mathematic (M) Statistic (S) “Language (L)” 

 

        Student A  “4” “6” “-3” 

“ 

Student B” “3” “4” “-2” 

“ 

Student C” “-1” “6” “-3” 

 

“Student D” “-1” “5” “-2” 

“ 

Student E” “5” “3” “-1” 
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{L} 2 -2 -2 - -4 - - - 

{M, S} 6 - - 3 - - - - 

{M, L} 4 - 2 - - - - - 

{S, L} 6 3 - - - - - - 

{M,S,L} 10 - - - - - - - 

 

6. Results and discussion 

The decompositions of the considered functions (students: A, B, C, D, and E) are shown in the following 

tables (Table 3, 4, 5, 6, 7): 

Table 3: Decomposition of student A 

1.     (* +  )     (* +  )     (  * +) 4(2) +6(2) +3(-2) =14 

2.     (*   +  )     (* +  )     (  * +) 4(6) +2(2) +3(-2) =22 

3.     (*   + * +)    (*   +  )     (* +  ) 3(3) +(6) +2(2) =19 

4.     (*   + * +)    (* +  )     (* +  ) 3(3) +(2) +3(2) =17 

5.     (*   +  )     (* + * +)    (  * +) 4(6) +2(-3) +(-2) = 16 

6.     (*   +  )     (* + * +)    (* +  ) 3(6) +3(-3) +(2) = 11 

7.     (* + * +)     (* +  )     (* +  ) 3(-3) +4(2) +3(2) = 5 

8.     (* + * +)    (*   +  )     (* +  ) 3(-2) +(6) +5(2) = 10 

9.     (* + * +)    (* +  )     (* +  ) 3(-2) +(2) +6(2) = 8 

 

Table 4: Decomposition of student B 

1.     (* +  )     (* +  )     (  * +) 3(2) +4(2) +2(-2) =10 

2.     (*   +  )    (* +  )     (  * +) 3(6) +(2) +2(-2) =16 

3.     (*   + * +)    (*   +  )    (* +  ) 2(3) +(6) +(2) =14 

4.     (*   + * +)    (* +  )     (* +  ) 2(3) +(2) +2(2) =12 

5.     (*   +  )    (* + * +)    (  * +) 3(6) +(-3) +(-2) = 13 
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6.     (*   +  )     (* + * +)    (* +  ) 2(6) +2(-3) +(2) = 8 

7.     (* + * +)     (* +  )     (* +  ) 2(-3) +3(2) +2(2) = 4 

8.     (* + * +)    (*   +  )     (* +  ) 2(-2) +(6) +3(2) = 8 

9.     (* + * +)    (* +  )     (* +  ) 2(-2) +(2) +4(2) = 6 

 

Table 5: Decomposition of student C 

1.    (  * +)     (* +  )     (  * +) (-2) +6(2) +3(-2) = 4 

2.    (* + *   +)     (* + * +)     (* +  ) (-6) +2(-1) +3(2) = -2 

3.    (* + *   +)     (* +  )     (  * +) (-6) +5(2) +2(-2) = 0 

4.     (* + * +)     (* +  )    (  * +) 3(-3) +3(2) +(-2) = -5 

5.    (  *   +)     (* + * +)     (* +  ) (-4) +2(-3) +4(2) = -2 

6.    (  *   +)     (* +  )     (  * +) (-4) +6(2) +2(-2) = 4 

7.    (* + * +)     (* + * +)     (* +  ) (-3) +3(-3) +2(2) = -8 

8.    (* + * +)     (* +  )     (  * +) (-3) +5(2) +3(-2) = 1 

Table 6: Decomposition of student D 

1.    (  * +)     (* +  )     (  * +) (-2) +5(2) +2(-2) = 4 

2.    (* + *   +)    (* + * +)     (* +  ) (-6) +(-3) +3(2) = -3 

3.    (* + *   +)     (* +  )    (  * +) (-6) +4(2) +(-2) = 0 

4.     (* + * +)     (* +  )    (  * +) 2(-3) +3(2) +(-2) = -2 

5.    (  *   +)    (* + * +)     (* +  ) (-4) +(-3) +4(2) = 1 

6.    (  *   +)     (* +  )    (  * +) (-4) +5(2) +(-2) = 4 

7.    (* + * +)     (* + * +)     (* +  ) (-3) +2(-3) +2(2) = -5 

8.    (* + * +)     (* +  )     (  * +) (-3) +4(2) +2(-2) = 1 
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Table 7: Decomposition of student E 

1.     (* +  )     (* +  )    (  * +) 5(2) +3(2) +1(-2) = 14 

2.    (*   + * +)     (*  +  )     (* +  ) (3) +2(6) +2(2) = 19 

3.    (*   + * +)     (* +  )     (* +  ) (3) +2(2) +4(2) = 15 

4.    (* + * +)     (*   +  )    (* +  ) 1(-2) +3(6) +1(2) = 18 

5.    (* + * +)     (* +  )     (* +  ) 1(-2) +4(2) +3(2) = 12 

6.     (*   +  )     (* +  )    (  * +) 3(6) +2(2) +1(-2) = 20 

7.        (* +  )     (* +  ) 1(-3) +5(2) +2(2) = 11 

8.    (* + * +)     (*   +  )     (* +  ) 1(-3) +2(6) +3(2) = 15 

 

When we need the best candidates without restriction, the bipolar concave integral is suitable for finding 

the solution based on an optimal decomposition of the functions (students: A, B, C, D, and E). Therefore, 

we will use it to find the solution. 

(  )∫      ⋁ {∑      (     ) ∑    (     )           

 

   

 

   

     }  

 

     

 

(  )∫        (*   +  )     (* +  )     (  * +)     

(  )∫        (*   +  )    (* +  )     (  * +)     

(  )∫       (  * +)     (* +  )     (  * +)    

(  )∫       (  * +)     (* +  )     (  * +)    

(  )∫        (*   +  )     (* +  )    (  * +)     

 

 

 

 

Table 8: Results 
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         Subjects 

Students 
Mathematic (M) Statistic (S) Language (L) 

Evaluation by  

bipolar concave  Integral  

“Student A” “4” “6” “-3” 22 

“Student B” “3” “4” “-2” 16 

“Student C” “-1” “6” “-3” 4 

“Student B” “-1” “5” “-2” 4 

“Student E” “5” “3” “-1” 20 

 

From Table 8, the highest value of bipolar concave integral values is 22. Therefore, we conclude that 

student A is the best of the students and should be admitted first for graduate studies in economics. 

7. Conclusions  

This study introduced bipolar concave integral in terms of the decomposition of the integral function and 

illustrated our framework by a practical example. In this integration, the random variable is analyzed as a 

combination of indicators, where each allowed decomposition has a value determined by the bi-capacity.  

We believe that concave's integral concept will allow for new theoretical developments, wherein 

bipolarity is included in choices, both in multi-criteria decision-making and decisions under risk and 

uncertainty. 

The proposed results are consistent as generalizations of the concave integral for capacities. Therefore, we 

trust that other integrals [12] [18-20] may be generalized in a similar manner. Also, one of the topics of 

our subsequent researches will be a discussion and examination of the properties and relationship of the 

bipolar concave integral with other integrals. Because of the high potential computational complexity, 

efficient algorithms are needed to compute bipolar concave integral. Therefore, some algorithms used in 

applications can be developed [21-23]). 
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